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Abstract. Approximate analytic solutions to the self similar equations of gas dyndmics

for a plasma, treated as an ideal gas with specific heat ratio ~,= 5/3, are obtained for the
implosion and subsequent reflection of various types of shock sequences in spherical
and cylindrical geometries. This is based on the lowest-order polynomial approximation, in the reduced fluid velocity, for a suitable nonlinear function of the sound velocity
and the fluid velocity. However, the method developed here is powerfuI enough to
be extended analytically to higher order polynomial approximations, to obtain successive approximations to the exact self-similar solutions. Also obtained, for the first
time, are exact asymptotic solutions, in analytic form, for the reflected shocks. Criteria
are given that may enable one to make a choice between the two geometriesfor maximising compression or temperature of the gas. These solutions should be useful in the
study of inertial confinement of a plasma.
Keywords. Self-similar equations; shock sequences; implosion; asymptotic solution;

spherical and cylindrical geometries.

1. Introduction

Recent experimental and theoretical schemes for producing fusionable temperatures
using high-power ion beams or relativistic electron beams (Bogolyubskii et al 1976;
Clauser et al 1977; Chang et al 1975), and the experiments using lasers for the same
purpose under way at many laboratories, including the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, have given a great impetus to the study of the dynamics o f the implosion o f
shock waves in a thermonuclear plasma. The implosion helps reduce the input
energy by compressing the fusion fuel to high densities before it is heated to fusionable
temperatures. It also obviates the necessity of external magnetic confinement of
the plasma so produced. Classical studies of the implosion problem in an ideal gas,
although mostly numerical, produced a number of important results. Among these
is the well-known study by Guderley (1942) that the maximum compression in the
implosion of a single strong shock is limited to a definite value for any 7, where 3' is
the ratio of specific heats in the ideal gas. However, these studies involve a great
deal of numerical computation, and do not throw much light on the way the various
parameters affect the dynamics of the implosion and the subsequent reflection o f
shock waves. In this paper, we seek approximate but sufficiently accurate analytic
solutions to the problem, for both the spherical and cylindrical geometries. Some
work along these lines for the spherical geometry has already been reported by us
recently (Jha and Chavda 1977). As already shown them, at high temperatures
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being considered here, the fusionable material (D-T pellet) can be treated as an ideal
gas of 7 ---- 5/3. The analytic approach presented here enables us to study the parameters that control the growth of the pressure, the temperature, etc. much more
transparently. In particular, we can exhibit explicitly the role played by the geometry of the implosion. We also present, for the first time, the exact asymptotic
solution to the motion of the reflected shocks in an analytic form. The paper is
organised as follows. In section 2, we present for an ideal gas, the one-dimensional
hydrodynamic partial different equations for an arbitrary geometry. The selfsimilar equations, which give the exact behaviour at the point of implosion, and their
symmetry and non-linearity properties are also discussed in this section. Formal
exact solutions to the self-similarity equations are presented in the form of continued
fractions in section 3. More useful approximate solutions are presented in section 4,
where the exact asymptotic solution to the motion of the reflected shocks is also to be
found. We conclude this work in section 5.

2. Self-similarity equations and their symmetry and non-linearity properties
2.1. Hydrodynamic equations
Let u, p, p, c define the gas velocity in the symmetry direction, the density of the gas,
the pressure of the gas and the speed of sound in the gas, respectively. All these
quantities are measured at the point of observation at all times. The point of observation is at a distance r from the centre of symmetry. For the spherical geometry
r -~ 0 is the centre of the sphere and for the cylindrical geometry r ~ 0 is the axis
of the cylinder. In both these cases, u represents the radial velocity. The time
t = 0 is the time at which the incident shock front arrives at the centre of symmetry.
In the absence of dissipation and the external source term, we can then write the
hydrodynamic conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy in the form
(StanytLkovich 1960)
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where N equals 0, 1, 2 for the plane, the cylindrical and the spherical geometries,
respectively.
2.2. Self-similar equations
We consider a spherical or a cylindrical fuel pellet consisting of an equal mixture of
deuterium (D) and tritium (T), at solid densities. Relativistic electrons, lasers or
ion beams provide the piston action for the implosion. We treat the D-T plasma as
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an ideal gas with 7 = 5/3 and an average electron-ion mass M/2 approximately,
where M is the mass of an ion. Although the formalism presented here is valid for
arbitrary 7, we shall present final numerical results for the important case of 7 = 5/3
only. In this paper, we examine the following three types of shocks: (a) A single
strong shock (the 1S case), (b) A coalesced sequence consisting of a single Strong shock
followed by m--1 weak ones (the IS (m--1) W case) launched in such a way that they
all merge into a single shock front at a distance r,, from the centre of symmetry,
(c) A coalesced sequence of m weak shocks launched as in (b). In each case, after
the coalescence of the shocks, one must consider four regions. We denote by A the
region jn which the incident (coalesced) shock front has not yet reached the point of
observation (t < 0). Region B is one where this incident shock front has passed
the observation point but has not yet reached the centre of symmetry (t still less
than zero). C denotes the region where the front is reflected from the centre, but
has not yet arrived at the point of observation (t > 0), and D is the region where the
reflected shock front is past the observation point (t greater than zero).
The characteristic variables of the problem are p, u, p, r, t. The fundamental
dimensions from which these can be constructed are the length (L), the mass (M) and
the time (T). We shall, however, take Rl(t ), Pc, and Rl(t) as the independent dimensional quantities to correspond to L, M, T. Here Pc is the density of the undisturbed
gas and R~(t) is the position of the incident (coalesced) shock front at time t. Also,
since poRt2(t) has the dimensions of pressure, we shall take the former as the pressure
scale. Using these scales, we may construct corresponding reduced, dimensionless
functions from p, u, p and c. These reduced functions will, in general, depend upon
(See e.g., Zeldovich and Roizer 1967) two dimensionless variables r/Ri(t ) and t/] t o [
where [ t o I is the time it takes the incident shock front to reach the centre of symmetry
from the point of observation. We note that t o < 0 because we have taken t = 0
to be the time at which the incident shock front arrives at the centre of symmetry.
For small negative t, one may expand R1(t ) as

R1(t ) =

27q % ( - - t ) ¢ ;

t < 0...

(4)

For sufficiently small (negative) values of t one may approximate it as

R~(t) ~-- ~ ( - - t p ;

t < 0

(5)

where a is the smallest power in the expansion, eq. (4). Asymptotically, as t -~ 0,
eq. (5) is exact. The region where eq. (5) is approximately valid is the region of selfsimilarity, and a is the self-similarity index. In this region, in view o f eq. (5), the
variables r/Rl(t ) and t / [ to[ are no longer independent of each other. Consequently
the reduced functions constructed from p, u, p, c will depend upon only one variable

s = t/lto I

(0

we assume that the point of coalescence, rm, and the point of observation r(r<r,,)
are both approximately inside the region of self-similarity. From eq. (6) it follows
that the incident shock front arrives at the point of observaton at s -------1. Furthermore,
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Rt(to) ---- r : ~ (-- to)a;
r/Rl(t ) : (--s)-a;

I to I --: (r/~) 1/a

s < 0

D~(r) -- ~x(to) = - =

~1/= r(=-1)/,,

(7)
(8)
(9)

k,(t) = Dl(r ) (--s),,-1; s < 0

(10)

r/t -~. 1 ID,(r) I

(11)

and

where Dr(r) is the speed of the incident shock front when the latter arrives at the
point of observation. It can be shown that the motion after the implosion (t > 0)
(Guderley 1942; Zeldovich and Raizer 1967) is also self-similar with the same a.
Thus, for the position RR(t) for the reflected front we can write

RR(t ) = ~(t/s*)a;

t> 0

RR(t) = DR(r ) sa-1;
(s/s*) -a = r/RR(t);

DR(r ) = ]D,(r)l/s*
s> 0

(12)
(13)
(14)

where s = s* corresponds to the return of the reflected shock front to the point of
observation. In the region of self-similarity, one can define the reduced dimensionless functions as follows:

u = ( r / t ) V(s)

(15)

p = eo a(s)

(16)

:=(:/t=)z(s).

(17)

We recall that p, p, u, c are measured at the point of observation at all times. In the
region B, the gas is moving towards the centre of symmetry. Therefore u is negative
but so also is t. Thus, in view of eq. (15), V(s) > 0, for s < 0. In the region C,
reflection of the incident shock front is taking place at the centre of symmetry. However, the reflected shock front has not yet reached the point of observation. Thus,
at the point of observation, the gas is still moving towards the centre of symmetry.
Consequently u is still negative although t > 0 . Therefore, in view of eq. (15),
V(s) < 0, for s > 0, but s < s*. Similarly, in the region D, V ( s ) > 0, s > s*.
G and Z are, of course, positive in all regions. In terms of the reduced functions,
one can show that the three partial differential eqs (1)-(3) reduce to three ordinary
differential equations in the region of self-similarity. One can also obtain an exact
adiabatic integral from these three ordinary differential equations (Zeldovich and
Raizer 1967). The two ordinary differential equations and the adiabatic integral
are given by (Jha and Chavda 1977; Stanyukovich 1960).
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a[(1-t-(Nq-1) 7--2)V--2] d l n l s [
a--V
dV

(~--V)'--Z
Z[(N+ I ) V - - p ] - - V(I-- V)(a-- V)

(18)

~=

A
m .

AI

(19)

G : C s -2a(N-[-l)~ Z a(Nq-l) ~ ( g - - V ) 2(l-a) ~', C ---~const,

(20)

t, : 2 ( 1 - ~ ) h ,

(21)

where
and 1/~ = ~ [ ( N + 1) 7 + 1 - - N ] --2.

Note that one may also write eq. (18) as
dZ _ Z[gl( V)Z--g~( V )]
dV
ga(V) Z - - g 4 ( V )

(22)

where g, are the known polynomials in V:
gl = 2(l--~)d-2Y(a--V); g3 = 2~(a--V) 3 ( 1 - - V ) + y ( y - - 1 ) V ( a - - V )
X(2V--3ad-l)
ga -~ 3 7 ( a - - V ) [ V - - 2 (l--a)/3y];

g4 = Y(a--V) ~ ( I - - V ) V

2.3. Symmetry and nonlinearity properties

Since eq. (22) cannot be exactly solved, we must study its symmetry and non-linearity
properties. The knowledge gained may lead to a better understanding of the equation, and may also be useful in obtaining more accurate solutions. Let us define a
transformation T1 that does the following: Z-~I/Z, gl<-~ -- gs and ga ~-~ g~- It is
easy to see that under this transformation, eq. (22) remains form-invariant. Thus,
T1 is a symmetry transformation. There is yet one more transformation /'2, say,
which does the following. Z ~ I / Z , gl,~--> g~, ga < > --g4. T~ is also a symmetry
transformation. Let us define a new dependent variable
,7 -

gl Z -- gs
~ . .
gs Z -g4

(.23)

It is easily seen that
T~=--~7;

i:1,2.

(24)

These considerations help us to reduce the differential eq (22) to the following canonical form

d,~_ a(V) + ,Tb(V)+ ,72c(V) + ,Tad(V)

dV

(25)
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where a, b, c, d are known functions of g~(V) and their first derivatives. We note
that we do not have to use any specific properties of g~ to come so far, except that the
locations of the singularities of a, b, c, d will depend upon the actual forms of the g~.
At the positions of these singularities the above considerations will not hold. Bearing this precaution in mind, we may claim that any differential equation of the form
of eq. (22), with arbitrary gi, can always be reduced to the canonical form eq. (25).
The latter may be compared with another nonlinear equation, namely, the Riccati
equation which has terms up to the quadratic in the dependent variable on the right
hand side. Thus, eq. (25) proves to be even more non-linear than the Riccati equation. In general, the Riccati equation cannot always be solved. However, if one
solution is known, another can always be constructed from it. Whether such is also
the case for eq. (25) remains to be investigated. However, eq. (25) must have at
least two distinct solutions; one corresponding to the imploding motion and another
corresponding to the exploding motion o f the shock-front.
3. Formal exact solution

If we let q = gaZ -- g~, we can reduce eq. (22) to the following form

d__q_ P ( V ) q dV

Q(V)

R(V)
q

(26a)

where P, Q, R are known functions of the g, and their first derivatives:

P : (g3' ÷ gl)/g3;

Q : (g4g3' + 2gig4 -- gag3 - - g4'g3)[g3

R = (gig4~ -- g~ag4)/ga.

(26b)

Here prime denotes differentiation with respect to V. The left hand side of eq. (26)
has the standard form of a linear differential equation. However, we must show
that the right hand side is well defined at q = 0, before we can utilize this interesting
connection with the linear differential equation. We proceed as follows. The
physical quantities u, p, c must remain finite for finite values of r. Therefore, from
eqs (11), (15) and (17), it is clear that as s~0,

V(s) -->s

(27)

z(s)

(28)

s

or (Zeldovich and Raizer 1967).

Z ( V ) - ~ I,'2; as V->0.

(29)

Nowg4-~ V and ga->constant, as V-->0.
Therefore, q-->0 in the same limit.
However, R(V) is such that R(V)/q goes to a finite limit, as V ~ 0. Thus eq. (26)
remains well defined at q = 0. This enables us to write a formal solution of eq. (26)
in terms of recurring continued fractions as follows:
v

R(v3 dV
q = A ( V ) q- E ( v ) f

A(v) +

AR(V) d v=

(30)
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where

q=

-

(31)

g,

A(V) = E(V): Q (V) dV
:

e(v) =

exp

(32)

e(v)

(fl'(V)dV).

(33)

Having solved for Z = Z(V), one can use eq. 0 9 ) to solve for s = s(V) by a mere
quadrature. The adiabatic integral provides the third exact solution. Thus we have,
in principle, a complete set of exact solutions. However, they are not very useful in
practice, because of the integrations over continued fractions involved in eq. (30).
Therefore, we turn to approximate solutions.

4. Approximate solutions
4. I. Initial boundary conditions
To determine the initial boundary conditions for the three types o f shocks, namely,
the IS, the I S ( m - - 1 ) W and the rolle cases, we proceed as follows. Let us consider
an infinitesimally thin surface o f discontinuity moving with a radial velocity D x
from region 1 towards region 0 which is closer to the centre of symmetry. In the
rest frame o f the surface o f discontinuity the integration of eqs (1)-(3) leads to the
following jump conditions:
(ut -- Dx) Pl -= (Uo -- D1) Pc

(34)

Px + Pl (ul -- D1)~ = Pc ÷ po(Uo -- D1)2

(35)

E1 + ½(U]

-

-

D1)a ~-Pl/Px -- % q- ~(Uo -- D1)z + Pc/Pc

(36)

where ~ is the internal energy per unit mass. Assuming the isentropic equation o f
state for an ideal gas, one can show that (Jha and Chavda 1977) the jump conditions
for a single strong shock (Pl/Po ~" 1) reduce to

Pt/Po ~" (7 + I ) / ( 7 -

ut

1)

__co(
it~2
9"\-~"~-JI (pJpo)x/~

Dz ,,~ _ Co (\--~7
y + 1 ~1/~
) ( Pt/P°)t/2
where uo, the gas speed in the undisturbed gas, is taken to be zero.
reduced functions these boundary conditions for the 1S case are

(37a)

(37b)
(37c)
In terms of the

V(s = -- 1) -~ 2 3 / ( 7 + 1)

(38a)

Z(s =

(38b)

G(s =

- -

1) ~ 2 ~ ( ~ , - - 1 ) d / ( 7 + 1)z

--1) "

(7+

1)/(7-- 1).

(380
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To get the jump conditions for the m W case, one must iterate eqs (34-36).
so, one gets (Jha and Chavda 1977)
Pro/DO ~-" ( Pm/Po) 1/"
2c 0
um ~-

-

-

7+I

(p.,/po)<'-I~2/"

Dm"* -- Co(~y +~ll ) (pm/Po)¢~-l~/z'.

On doing

(39a)
(39b)

(39c)

Here we have used the notation in which the quantities in the region between shocks
n and n + 1, are labelled by n and we have assumed that P./P.-1-- 1 < 1,
m >t n > / l . and (pm/Po)~-1~/~~ ~" 1. In terms of the reduced functions, for the
boundary values in the m W case one gets

v ( - 1 ) _~2~/(~+ 1)

(4Oa)

Z(-- 1) ~ a~(v - I P / ( 7 + 1)¢

(40b)

G(-- 1) ~ (p,lPo) x:

(40c)

where V(--1) refers to the value of V(s) at s -------1.
case one gets

Similarly for the IS(m--I)W

(41a)
2cI (pmlpl)( "-1,f~"

Um ~ - -

(,+1~
Dm ~-- -- c1 ~----11 (Pm/Pl)~-I~/Sw

(41b)

(41c)

where (pm/pl)~" - 1 ~ ~ 1 and Pl/Po ~ 1, hut (P./P.-1) -- 1 < I, for m t> n >i 2.
Thus, for the 1S (m-- 1) W case, one gets the boundary conditions:
V(--1) -~ 2a/(7+1)

(42a)

z(-1)

(42b)

-

a~(~,-1)~/(~,+l) ~

G(--1) --~ (7-{-1~

(42c)

~'('Zi-l/ (~,,./~)v.
4.2. Determination of the self.similarity index
The solutions in the region A are the trivial undisturbed ones. In the region B, the

Z - - V curve must pass through the origin 0 as is clear from eq. (29). This is true
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Figure 1. Possible physical integral curves in different regions of the V--Z plane, and
the location of singular points (P~, Ps), and the initial boundary points (A, A'). Only
the solid curves represent possible solutions for the mW and the 1S(m-1)W cases.
For the 1S case the physical curve has to extend up to the point ,4 given by
{2a/(v+ 1), 2~,(~,--1)ct2/(v+1)~.1
for all three cases under consideration. Another point which the Z - - V curve in
the region B must pass through is the boundary point s = --1. We denote it as
A in figure 1. Its coordinates are given by eqs (38), (40) and (42) for the three cases
under consideration. For the 1S case, it lies above the parabola A = (~-- V)2--Z=0.
For the other two cases it lies almost on the parabola; albeit slightly above it. Thus,
in all three cases, the Z - - V curve must pass through points 0 and A which lie on the
opposite sides of the parabola A = 0 (see figure 1). Therefore the curve must intersect the parabola. The points of intersection will, in general, be extrema of the
s ----s(IO curve as is evident from eq. (19). The single valuedness o f the physical
quantities requires that there be no extrema at the points o f intersection. This can
only be achieved by demanding that At also vanish when A = 0 . This determines
the singular points of the differential equation (19) as
V+ = B + (B ~ -- tz a/N) Ita

(43)

Z:k = (~-- V±) ~

(44)

B = ( / ~ + ( N + 1) ~ - - 1 ) / 2 N ; / ~ = 2 ( l - - a ) / ~ , .

(45)

and

where

Let us denote by P:~ and P~ the points obtained by taking the upper and the lower
signs, respectively, in eqs (43) and (44). The imploding (exploding) solution must
pass through the point P3(P~) as shown in figure 1.
Since the point A lies almost on the parabola for the m W a n d t h c 1S (m--1)W
P.--7
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cases, we equate the abscissa of A given by eqs (40a) and (42a) with the abscissa
V+ of P3 given by eq. (43). This immediately determines the similarity index a as
a =

(~,+1) (2•--1)
.
(N+2)y*--(N-- 1)r-- 1

(46)

For the spherical (N - : 2) and the cylindrical (N : 1) geometries the values of a are
14119 : 0.736842 and a = 28/33 : 0.848485, respectively, when ~, : - 5/3. These
considerations do not apply to the 1S ease, since there the boundary point A is distinct from the point P3. For the latter one has to find a solution that passes through
the origin and has a constant of integration. The solution must also pass through
the distinct points A and P3. This leads to over-determination o f the solution, i.e.,
a relation between a and ~,. For a given approximate solution one can explicitly display this relationship between a and ~. For the 1S ease, using the solutions presented
in the next section, we get a = 0.815567 and a = 0.688273, for N - 1 and N = 2,
respectively. For a more accurate value o f a for the 1S ease, one must solve the
differential equation numerically (Zeldovich and Raizer 1967). Here, too, it is the
over-determination of the solution that gives the value o f a.
4.3. Approximate solutions in regions B and C
Using eq. (29), one can show that a quantity defined as

F ( Z , V ) - A V(V--I)
A1 (a--V)

(47)

tends to 'unity as V-+ 0. Similarly, if the point Pa is approached in such a way that
Z - Z~ q ~, where ~ approaches zero through positive values, and V == V~, held
fixed, F again tends to unity. Here V+ and Z+ are the coordinates of Pa defined in
eqs (43) and (44). However, for more general directions of approaching P3 the
quantity F may differ somewhat from unity at Pa. Let us see how to determine F
at the point Pa, in the general case. From eqs (29) and (47) we may write F as
F :

V ( l - - V)

(N+I)[V--Iz/(N+-I)](a--V) {Z--

Z -- ( a - - V) 2
V(1--V)(a--V)

)

(48)

(N+ 1) [V--t,/(U+ 1)1
Now at P3, /k = / k l

= 0.

That is,

( N + I ) ( V + -- -N- ~- I ) ( ~ - - V + ) -

V+ (l--V+); ~ ~ _ 2 ( l - - a ) .

(49)

Using this, we have, at Pa
Z -

F : = Lim

v->v+

Z~Z÷

-

X++D'

(~-

V)~

Z --

(N+ 1) W--~/(N+ 1)]
X+ ----

+

(50)
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where

c = 2(~- v÷)

(51)

and

D=

1,'+(l-V+) (~-v+)

(N+I) ( v + - ~--~-)
N+I '

(N+I)(V+ -- N--~+I)

v'÷ (,~- v+)

+

v+ O-v+)

+

(1- v+) (a-v+)
t~l)
(N--l-l) (V+ -- N~

(N+I) (V+ " N ~ I )

(52)

We determine X+ as follows. From eqs (18) and (19), we have
I-

[1 +(N+ 1)y--2] V--2

dZ _ Z [ V--1
dg
[ a-----V

(N+ 1)(a-- I0[ V

×

N+

[ z - ( ~ - g)~]

z-

]

(N+I) ( V - - N ~ I ) j
Hence,

"-]

(53)

J
(54)

X+ -- A3 -- B3 ~ +
where, A 3 = ( 7 - - I ) ( a - - 1I+)

B3 _ [1 + ( N + 1)7--2] 1I+--2
( N + 1) 1I+

(55)

N+I

For the mW and the 1S(m--1)W cases, with N = 2, we have
7

Aa=~;

28

B3 =9"~;

7

C=~-~;

14
D=55.

(56/

Using these values we can solve the quadratic eq. (54) to yield
At+_ = 0.087; X++ = -- 0.266

(57)

We expect the slope at P3 to be positive. Therefore, using the first value X~_ in
place of X+ in eq. (50), we find
F -=- 1.26 at P3.

(58)
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Thus, even in the most general case, the value of F is close to unity at Pa. Keeping
aside the problem of more accurate curve fitting for the future, we shall, therefore,
make the simplest possible approximation here that F - 1 throughout the region B.
That is,

A ~ ~--V)
/x,1
V(V--1)' everywhere in B.

(59)

This approximation makes the right hand sides of eqs (18) and (19), functions of V
only. Simple integration of these equations leads to the following approximate
solutions.
Z ~ I KII V'~ (l--V)(v-l) (N+I)

(60a)

(~,_ V)V- 1
s --. - l Kal V(l--V) (l-'0/a
a___ IK31

(60b)

(1-- V) N+ 1
(~-v)

(60c)

where the constants K~ can be determined from the initial boundary conditions (38),
(40) and (42), for the three cases under consideration. Considering the boundary
conditions, we find that in the region B
2t~
0 <~ V ~ ~ ,
v+l

(61)

for all three cases.

Our approximation (59) seems to be bad for the case of the 1S only, when we substitute the analytical solutions back into eq. (47). For other cases, our solutions are
excellent.
In the region C, the quantities p, u, p, c will continue to develop as they did in the
region B, because the reflected shock front has not yet arrived at the point of observation where these quantities are measured. Thus, we may analytically continue the
approximate solutions, eqs (60), from the region B to the region C merely by changing
s to --s. Having obtained the solutions in the region C, we now turn to calculate the
important parameter, s*, defined after eq. (14). This is obtained from (Jha and
Chavda 1977)

' , . * = ' + ' =s-+0 rL ~-"s-J
'l - - , -

y +' i

t 1-- y'°+ l j

">'"

(62)

Since u and V are both negative in the region C, s * < l . Knowing s*, and using the
approximate solutions in the region C, we can calculate V,Z, G just before the reflected
shock front reaches the point of observation. Let us denote these values by Vc(s*)
Zc(s*) and G~(s*). These and the va!ues of a and s* are presented below for the three,
cases under consideration when y - 5 / 3 . A comparison of eqs (40a), (40b), with
eqs (42a), (42b) shows that the initial boundary conditions for the Z=:Z(V) curve
for the mW and the 1S(m--I)W cases are the same. Then from eqs (60) it follows
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that the constants K1 and Ks as also the parameters e and s* are also the same for
the two eases (Chavda 1977). Hence for the spherical geometry with N = 2 we get
the following common values for the two eases
a ,-, 14/19=0.736842

(63a)

s* "-, 2.29

(63b)

Vc(s*) ~- 0.77

(63e)

Z~(s*) = 0"26.

(63d)

However, the values Gc(s*) are different for the two cases and are given by

G,(s*) ",, 30.4 (y+-l~--I)(pra/po)l/r for m W

(63e)

Gc(s*) ~_ 121"6(Y--~ll])(pm/Px)
1 / r . ,

(63f)

for 1S(m-- 1) W.

For the cylindrical geometry, with N = l , we have the following common values for
the m W and the 1S(m--1)W eases
a ___28/33 =0.848485

(64a)

s* _~2.67

(64b)

Vc(s*) ~- -- 1.23

(640)

Zc(s*) "" 0"41

(64d)

and
/ ,/--1 \

G~(s*) ,.. 15"36 ~-~--~) (Pm/Po)"" for m W

(64e)

Go(s,)_61.44 (~__])~,--1(pm/pl)l/, for 1S(m--1)W.

(64f)

As already stated, the approximate solutions, eq. (60), are not appropriate for the
IS case because the values of various parameters, except that of a, calculated therefrom deviate substantially from the exact ones, known from previous numerical
work (Goldman 1977). We will not consider the IS case any more in the context of
our present approximation scheme in the regions B and C.
4.4. Exact asymptotic solution in the region D
At s=s* the various quantities undergo further shock discontinuities given by
(Jha and Chavda 1977)

( 2

(65a)
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V,--a]

Go=G ,

tVD--aJ

(65b)
ZC

~y+l/ [

(65c)

where Vc = Vc (s*), VD = Vo (s*), etc. Equation (65) provides the starting values
for the integral curves in the region D. The motion in the region D is again selfsimilar with the same a. However, the solution must now be of the explosive
type, i.e., - a d In I s I/dV<O. It must also pass through the singular point P= of
figure 1.
In the following, we present, for the first time, the exact asymptotic solution in the
region D. We also give solutions that serve as good approximations throughout the
region D. In the asymptotic region, Z-->m and s-,m. It is clear from eq. (19)
that unless
2(l--a)

r-+ v~o = t~(N--Z); t* - - -

(66)

C
Z-+ -------7~., as s + oo and Z-+ m
vmv

(67)

c<~h

(68)

Y

and

with

where

a_voo
*-- ~ 7 i

(69)

( I - v o o ) ( ~ - v~o)

the solution will not be of the explosive type. The constant C is determined by a selfconsistency condition, viz., that the logarithmic derivative of Z, obtained from eq.
(67), must equal that obtained from eq. (18), in the asymptotic region. This determines
C uniquely as
C --: A2/(1 q--Aa)

(70)

where
2--V,~t(N+I)y--N+I]
( N + I)(~-- Vow)

=

d~
( N + 1)(a-- Vm)

(71)

For both the m W and the 1S(m--1)W eases we have C=0.015 and C=0.01082 for
N = I and N---2 respectively. For the 1S ease the corresponding values are C=0.016
and C=0.01086, respectively, This implies that, asymptotically, the reduced sound
velocity ~/Zis higher for the 1S ease than for the other two cases, for both geometries.
Equation (6.7)with parameters given by eqs (70) and (71) gives the exact asymptotic
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solutions. A nontrivial asset of eq. (67) is that it has no free parameters. The
condition, eq. (68), for the asymptotic solution to be of the explosive type reduces to

a](1 -- a)> (1 --N)/[r(1 +N)].

(72)

For the cylindrical ( N = I ) and the spherical ( N = 2 ) geometries, this condition is
trivially satisfied, thus ensuring that our asymptotic solution is indeed of the explosive
type. The remaining asymptotic solutions can be obtained as follows. Substituting
eq. (68) into eq. (19) gives
s =k~( V-- Voo)-P~ as s-+ oo, V~ Voo

(73)

1/P, = a ( U + 1))~1.

(74)

with

Substituting eq. (73) into eq. (18), we find a solution that not only goes over to eq.
(67) in the asymptotic region, but also serves as a fairly good approximation in the
whole of the D region. It is

z =kz(~-- v)-ql/(V-- Voo)

(75)

kz=ZD( a-- VD)q'( v D - [,'too)

(76)

q t = v - - I +[(1 ÷(Nq- 1)~--N)a--2]/d 1

(77)

where

and

and where VD, Z D, etc. are defined by eq. (65) and d 1 is defined by eq. (71). Substitution of eqs (73) and (75) into the adiabatic integral, eq. (20), leads to

6=k,(,--V)-b'(V--Voo)b,

(78)

G=-.(p/po) (~y+~ll) (p,,/p,) -1/"

(79)

/ l = l q - a (N+ I)/a x

(80)

b,:---t,/dl.

(81)

where

In eq. (79), Pi =Po for the m W case and Pi =Pl for the 1S(m-- 1) W case.
Ico in eq. (78) is determined from

kg = GD(a--Vo) b, / (VD--Voo)b'.

The constant

(82)

Using eqs (63), (64) and (65), we get the following common starting values for the
m IV and the 1S(m-- 1) I.It cases for the spherical geometry, N =:2:

Fo(s* ) .,x_0.23

(83a)

Zo(s* ) ~- 0"93

(83b)
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and
GD(s*) '-, 90"84 (~--~,
~7 1 111/ (P"/P°)l/~ for m W

(83c)

/ y--1 \
GD(s*)"363"36[~-~l)(p,,/p,)l/"
for 1S(m--1)W.

(83d)

Similarly the c o m m o n starting values for the two cases for the cylindrical geometry,
N ~ I , are:

Va(s* ) "-" 0.18

(84a)

ZD(s* ) ~ 1.70

(84b)

GD(s* ) ",'47.76 (---~)Y--1 (p"/po) 1/" for m W

(84c)

Go(s*)~- 191.04 (~-~)Y--1 (p,,/pl) 1/" for I S ( m - 1)W

(84d)

and
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Figure 2. Plots of reduced pressure (left scale) and reduced mass density (right scale)
as functions of s=t [ltol. Curves are presented for the mW case only. The curves
with N = 1 and N ~ 2 refer to the cylindrical and the spherical geometries, respectively.
Curves for the 1S(m-- 1) Wcase may be obtained by multiplying all ordinates by a factor
4, and by replacing P0 by p~.
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Figure 3. Plots of reduced temperature (left scale) and reduced fluid velocity (right

scale) as functions of s. The reduced temperature and the reduced fluid velocity are
the same for the mW and the IS(m-- 1)W cases. The labels N= 1 and N=2 refer to
the cylindrical and the spherical geometries respectively.
In figures 2 and 3 we plot the following reduced quantities:

u/I Dl(r) [ : V/(as)

(85a)

[p/(poD,2(r)~](
~+1' (P'/Pm)'I" =Z6/(~,a's')
] J k~--l]

(85b)

kBT/(~ M D1S(r)) = Z/( ya~s~)

(85c)

where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature, and Pi =P0
for the mWcase a n d p l = p t for the 1S(m--1)W case. From figures 2 and 3 we see that
the reduced pressure, eq. (85b), the reduced density, eq. (79), and the reduced fluid
velocity, eq. (85a), are always higher for spherical geometry than for the cylindrical
geometry. This, however, is not true for the reduced temperature,eq. (85c). From
figure 3, we see that although the reduced temperatures in the spherical geometry
are higher than those in the cylindrical geometry for the imploding shocks, the
situation is reversed for the reflected shocks. In fact, from eq. (85c) and figure 3,
it is clear that the choice of the geometry depends upon the relative values of two
parameters, namely, Di(r) and [to I" The former is the speed of the incident shock front
when it reaches the point of obser'vation, and the latter is the time taken by the
incident shock to travel from the point of observation to r : 0 . In particular, if these
values are the same for the two geometries, then the cylindrical geometry is preferable
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to the spherical one as it (the former) not only gives higher final absolute temperatures
it also yields lower initial temperatures; a most desirable combination to have, for
thermonuclear fusion in D T plasmas.

5. Discussion
In this paper we have presented approximate but sufficiently accurate solutions for
implosion in spherical and cylindrical geometries. In the regions B and C, these simple
approximate solutions work very well for the m W and the 1S(m-- 1) W eases but not so
well for the 1S case. In order to get good results for the I S case, and more accurate
results for the m W and 1S(m-- 1) W cases, in the regions B and C, we will have to fitthe
function F(Z, V) o f eq. (47) by a higher order polynomial in V, the coefficients of
which have to be determined self-consistently, using the boundary values and the
differential eq. (53). Here, we have made the lowest order polynomial approximation, by taking F = I , everywhere in the regions B and C. However, the extension of
our approximation scheme to higher-order poylnomials, as successive approximations,
is quite clear. We hope to take up this problem in the near future, to obtain results
converging to the exact situation. We have also presented, for the first time, the
exact asymptotic solutions, in the region D, in analytic form, for the reflected shocks.
These solutions are applicable to all the three types of shocks mentioned above.
In particular, the solution for the reduced sound speed, Z1/z, eq. (67), has no free
parameters and predicts that, asymptotically, the reduced sound speed is always
higher for the 1S ease than for the other two cases in the spherical as well as the
cylindrical geometries. We have also presented solutions that serve as good approximations throughout the region D. Criteria for making the choice between the
two geometries are also given. As we have neglected self-heating, our solutions in
the region D will remain valid up to the point before the absorption of a particles
generated in thermonuclear D-T reactions becomes appreciable, after the shock
reflection.
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